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August 2020

Welcome! This KidMin Power Pack contains a wealth of tools to help Sunday school teachers Welcome! This KidMin Power Pack contains a wealth of tools to help Sunday school teachers 
during theduring the month of August,  month of August, including lessons, games, crafts, music, snacks, fundraising including lessons, games, crafts, music, snacks, fundraising 
projects, and even God-related science experiments that will show his participation in projects, and even God-related science experiments that will show his participation in 
every small piece of the universe. Many projects contain every small piece of the universe. Many projects contain teacher’s words teacher’s words to help with to help with 
the presentation.the presentation.

International Forgiveness Day International Forgiveness Day isis Sunday, August 2 Sunday, August 2ndnd..  Teaching forgiveness to kids is Teaching forgiveness to kids is 
easy, as they accept it as a piece of reality. Just read this old true story and follow the easy, as they accept it as a piece of reality. Just read this old true story and follow the 
prompts on encouraging them to respond.prompts on encouraging them to respond.

National Lighthouse Day is Friday, August 7National Lighthouse Day is Friday, August 7thth. Lighthouses are a symbol of God’s . Lighthouses are a symbol of God’s 
guiding light, shown in us and through us, and your students will learn a lesson about guiding light, shown in us and through us, and your students will learn a lesson about 
metaphors while learning how to be a “light of the world.”metaphors while learning how to be a “light of the world.”

Women’s Equality DayWomen’s Equality Day  is is Wednesday, August 26Wednesday, August 26thth. . Christ’s message in the Bible was Christ’s message in the Bible was 
for both genders (and all ethnicities) to treat each other with heartfelt respect—as we for both genders (and all ethnicities) to treat each other with heartfelt respect—as we 
would want to be treated. Activities will help cultivate that idea in childrenwould want to be treated. Activities will help cultivate that idea in children

Our Our Kids & the News Kids & the News items will always feature stories that are written by or about chil-items will always feature stories that are written by or about chil-
dren, or they focus on world situations that have been put in kids’ language. Making dren, or they focus on world situations that have been put in kids’ language. Making 
the news part of your lessons will emphasize how God is involved in our world, and how the news part of your lessons will emphasize how God is involved in our world, and how 
the good news of Jesus can brighten the stressors of life on planet earth.the good news of Jesus can brighten the stressors of life on planet earth.

In this issue, a rare blue dragon in the fish family gives us clues on how we should treat In this issue, a rare blue dragon in the fish family gives us clues on how we should treat 
others who don’t look or sound like us.others who don’t look or sound like us.

Send-Home Help for Parents Send-Home Help for Parents shows new perspectives on how to simply shows new perspectives on how to simply enjoy enjoy your your 
kids—no pressure, just joy. You can share Christ with them much more easily now that kids—no pressure, just joy. You can share Christ with them much more easily now that 
school isn’t competing, and some principles can be applied.school isn’t competing, and some principles can be applied.

Just Just follow the links follow the links to the themes and activities provided:to the themes and activities provided:
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InternAtIonAl  
ForgIveness DAy

Lesson: A Tough Story About ForgivenessLesson: A Tough Story About Forgiveness

Here’s an easy lesson—it’s a story that you simply read with some enthusiasm! We try Here’s an easy lesson—it’s a story that you simply read with some enthusiasm! We try 
to impress children every year with a story where forgiveness seems impossible. This to impress children every year with a story where forgiveness seems impossible. This 
year we’re presenting a story that has a happy ending—an ending people might not see year we’re presenting a story that has a happy ending—an ending people might not see 
coming. Just read and then help the students with the worksheet that follows.coming. Just read and then help the students with the worksheet that follows.

Materials

  NoneNone

Preparation

  NoneNone

Lesson

Today is International Forgiveness Day. The International Forgiveness Alliance Today is International Forgiveness Day. The International Forgiveness Alliance 
was started 18 years ago, recognizing people who have made courageous acts of was started 18 years ago, recognizing people who have made courageous acts of 
forgiveness. Let’s hear one.forgiveness. Let’s hear one.

A woman named Ms. Latisha had a beautiful daughter, Maya. Maya was 17, and A woman named Ms. Latisha had a beautiful daughter, Maya. Maya was 17, and 
they were very close. They went shopping together, cleaned the house together, they were very close. They went shopping together, cleaned the house together, 
and made each other surprises for their birthdays.and made each other surprises for their birthdays.

One day, Maya did not come home from school. Where was she? By six o’clock, One day, Maya did not come home from school. Where was she? By six o’clock, 
Ms. Latisha was very worried. By 10 at night, she was worried sick.Ms. Latisha was very worried. By 10 at night, she was worried sick.

It turns out that the police had known all along where Maya was—they just didn’t It turns out that the police had known all along where Maya was—they just didn’t 
know it was Maya. A drunk driver had hit the car Maya’s friend was driving after know it was Maya. A drunk driver had hit the car Maya’s friend was driving after 
school. Maya and her friend had both been killed. The drunk driver was behind school. Maya and her friend had both been killed. The drunk driver was behind 
bars.bars.

Ms. Latisha was so sad without Maya that she could barely go on. She told neigh-Ms. Latisha was so sad without Maya that she could barely go on. She told neigh-
bors it was like having a limb ripped off and that people were expecting her to bors it was like having a limb ripped off and that people were expecting her to 
ignore the pain! She could not go to work. It did not even make her feel better ignore the pain! She could not go to work. It did not even make her feel better 
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when the drunk driver was sentenced to 10 years in prison for recklessly hitting when the drunk driver was sentenced to 10 years in prison for recklessly hitting 
the teenagers.the teenagers.

Neighbors brought Ms. Latisha food and drinks for comfort, but nothing worked. Neighbors brought Ms. Latisha food and drinks for comfort, but nothing worked. 
Ms. Latisha wouldn’t come out of the house. One Sunday, neighbors noticed her Ms. Latisha wouldn’t come out of the house. One Sunday, neighbors noticed her 
going out with a cookie tin. She would get in a taxi and come back hours later.going out with a cookie tin. She would get in a taxi and come back hours later.

After this happened for six or seven Sundays in a row, a neighbor asked her, “Did After this happened for six or seven Sundays in a row, a neighbor asked her, “Did 
you get a job? And do you only have to work on Sundays? What’s in the cookie you get a job? And do you only have to work on Sundays? What’s in the cookie 
tin?”tin?”

Ms. Latisha said, “No job yet. I go to the jailhouse to visit the man who took Ms. Latisha said, “No job yet. I go to the jailhouse to visit the man who took 
Maya’s life. I talked to him. The tin is for cookies, the favorite ones Maya and I Maya’s life. I talked to him. The tin is for cookies, the favorite ones Maya and I 
used to bake.”used to bake.”

“Why on earth would you visit “Why on earth would you visit him?him?” the neighbor asked, horrified.” the neighbor asked, horrified.

“Because I want to get better,” Ms. Latisha said. “To do so, I had to start trying “Because I want to get better,” Ms. Latisha said. “To do so, I had to start trying 
to forgive him.”to forgive him.”

The neighbor didn’t know what to say. She was astonished. Most people who are The neighbor didn’t know what to say. She was astonished. Most people who are 
victims of crimes only feel better when the perpetrator is punished very severely.victims of crimes only feel better when the perpetrator is punished very severely.

“Punishment is important,” Ms. Latisha told the neighbor. “He’s where he needs “Punishment is important,” Ms. Latisha told the neighbor. “He’s where he needs 
to be. But people don’t get it. The best ending of the story would be when we to be. But people don’t get it. The best ending of the story would be when we 
could all eat together in heaven and never think of this again. It’s not him going could all eat together in heaven and never think of this again. It’s not him going 
to jail. Why is THAT a good ending, when someday, with God’s forgiveness, we to jail. Why is THAT a good ending, when someday, with God’s forgiveness, we 
can all be friends?”can all be friends?”

Forgiving someone is not easy. We feel like there’s nothing in it for us some-Forgiving someone is not easy. We feel like there’s nothing in it for us some-
times. But forgiveness means you don’t carry around a lot of hurts and anger. It times. But forgiveness means you don’t carry around a lot of hurts and anger. It 
means you shed them.means you shed them.

It means you agree with Jesus when he said, “Love your enemies, do good to It means you agree with Jesus when he said, “Love your enemies, do good to 
those who hate you, bless those who curse you, pray for those who abuse you.” those who hate you, bless those who curse you, pray for those who abuse you.” 
(Luke 6:27-28)(Luke 6:27-28)

Jesus knew that, in a world where sins happen frequently, there will only be Jesus knew that, in a world where sins happen frequently, there will only be 
wars and hatred and anger if we do not start trying to forgive. We are called to wars and hatred and anger if we do not start trying to forgive. We are called to 
be bigger because we have Jesus, and look what he forgave.be bigger because we have Jesus, and look what he forgave.

Jesus even invited his own murderers to be part of the Kingdom of Heaven some-Jesus even invited his own murderers to be part of the Kingdom of Heaven some-
day. He forgave everyone who asked to be pardoned for their sins. He invited us day. He forgave everyone who asked to be pardoned for their sins. He invited us 
all to be part of his family.all to be part of his family.
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Let’s think of someone who has hurt us or made us extremely depressed or Let’s think of someone who has hurt us or made us extremely depressed or 
angry. Let’s try to imagine ourselves playing ball with that person up in heaven. angry. Let’s try to imagine ourselves playing ball with that person up in heaven. 
Sometimes it’s the image that paves the way to forgiveness.Sometimes it’s the image that paves the way to forgiveness.

We know that we all make mistakes. And the good news is that when are able We know that we all make mistakes. And the good news is that when are able 
to forgive other, God promises to forgive us. He said, “For if you forgive other to forgive other, God promises to forgive us. He said, “For if you forgive other 
people when they sin against you, your heavenly Father will also forgive you.” people when they sin against you, your heavenly Father will also forgive you.” 
(Matthew 6:14) What a great promise for all of us!(Matthew 6:14) What a great promise for all of us!

Ms. Latisha passed away in the pandemic. It sounds sad. The man who hit her Ms. Latisha passed away in the pandemic. It sounds sad. The man who hit her 
daughter passed away in his final year of prison time. That sounds sad too. Free daughter passed away in his final year of prison time. That sounds sad too. Free 
of the sins that alcohol caused, he didn’t even get to enjoy his freedom.of the sins that alcohol caused, he didn’t even get to enjoy his freedom.

Or did he?Or did he?

Picture him and Maya and Ms. Latisha up in heaven, laughing and talking and Picture him and Maya and Ms. Latisha up in heaven, laughing and talking and 
eating and enjoying the presence of Jesus. Every once in a while, Ms. Latisha eating and enjoying the presence of Jesus. Every once in a while, Ms. Latisha 
thinks, “Oh that’s right…he hit my Maya once, and sent her up here before me…” thinks, “Oh that’s right…he hit my Maya once, and sent her up here before me…” 
But the thought goes away as quickly as it comes, because she forgave him, But the thought goes away as quickly as it comes, because she forgave him, 
because Jesus forgave us all…because Jesus forgave us all…

That’s the happy ending to That’s the happy ending to any any sad story here on earth.sad story here on earth.

Who can we picture ourselves with up in heaven, who’s causing us pain now?Who can we picture ourselves with up in heaven, who’s causing us pain now?
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ForgIveness  
Worksheet

Below are some questions to focus on when you are very hurt and angry at somebody else. Fill in Below are some questions to focus on when you are very hurt and angry at somebody else. Fill in 
these answers about yourself and your life, then read the explanation at the bottom:these answers about yourself and your life, then read the explanation at the bottom:

  What good things have you received in life?What good things have you received in life?

  What good things have you returned to the world?What good things have you returned to the world?

  What trouble have you caused to others in the world?What trouble have you caused to others in the world?

It may take you a while to answer these questions fully. You may need more paper. The questions It may take you a while to answer these questions fully. You may need more paper. The questions 
take your focus off the person you are mad at and put them on you. They make you grateful. That’s take your focus off the person you are mad at and put them on you. They make you grateful. That’s 
great energy—much better than anger! They make you see that you’re not perfect either. When great energy—much better than anger! They make you see that you’re not perfect either. When 
you’re finished, you will likely be in a much better position to forgive somebody who hurt you!you’re finished, you will likely be in a much better position to forgive somebody who hurt you!
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CrAFt

Danish Forgiveness HeartDanish Forgiveness Heart

This heart is a great reminder of the promise God gives us when we forgive others. It also This heart is a great reminder of the promise God gives us when we forgive others. It also 
represents our hearts being made whole when we allow forgiveness in our lives.represents our hearts being made whole when we allow forgiveness in our lives.

Materials

  Danish Heart Printable Craft (one pages)Danish Heart Printable Craft (one pages)

  White Paper or CardstockWhite Paper or Cardstock

  Coloring UtensilsColoring Utensils

  ScissorsScissors

  GlueGlue

Preparation

  Print one copy of Danish Heart craft for each studentPrint one copy of Danish Heart craft for each student

Instructions for Students

1. 1. Color page as desiredColor page as desired

2. 2. Carefully cut out pieces, making sure that the cuts on the strips go all the way to the Carefully cut out pieces, making sure that the cuts on the strips go all the way to the 
end.end.

3. 3. Starting with the two pieces, making sure that the beginning of the scripture is on Starting with the two pieces, making sure that the beginning of the scripture is on 
the left and the end of the scripture is on the right, angle the pieces toward each the left and the end of the scripture is on the right, angle the pieces toward each 
other and lace together to form a lattice. If pieces don’t align exactly, carefully push other and lace together to form a lattice. If pieces don’t align exactly, carefully push 
the strips upwards to the top of the heart until they lie correctly.the strips upwards to the top of the heart until they lie correctly.

4. 4. Glue the last overlapping pieces on the outside to hold the heart together.Glue the last overlapping pieces on the outside to hold the heart together.

5. 5. Read the scripture on the heart together and talk about how forgiveness can mend Read the scripture on the heart together and talk about how forgiveness can mend 
our hearts and make them whole.our hearts and make them whole.
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WorD seArCh

What Can We Forgive?What Can We Forgive?

It’s challenging to forgive! Below are some behaviors that can hurt. Find them in the word It’s challenging to forgive! Below are some behaviors that can hurt. Find them in the word 
search. As you find each one, while circling it, say, “Through Jesus, I can forgive that if it search. As you find each one, while circling it, say, “Through Jesus, I can forgive that if it 
happens to me!”happens to me!”

theft, violence, cheating, dishonesty, selfishness, gossip, pride, stubbornness, greed, theft, violence, cheating, dishonesty, selfishness, gossip, pride, stubbornness, greed, 
stinginess, jealousy, laziness, revenge, doubt, disrespectstinginess, jealousy, laziness, revenge, doubt, disrespect

N Y Q H G W E C S G N S P F L J B S Q B
M S Q L L G X D E E R G E S T K T I L O
Z F H D Z D O E L L J L W S B O B J Z V
G X B S C P V C F Q H V R E C I P A S L
Q S P K H Y A N I K N X C N O R W U A U
J S U M G K T E S A Q R A N S J E W X A
D E S Z V C H L H J U Y E R G E D I R P
J N A S R D E O N B R V Y O B H P M S G
X I J L E Q F I E L E D F B L H I A G I
N G V N O N T V S N V X V B D O U B T Y
I N B D B U I Y S J E T R U T D U B P B
H I U I M C S Z I P N E V T I Y J C D P
S T J S B D H Y A B G U U S M F L H S H
Z S C R H G D K Q L E O H X E E S E N A
K R F E D P I Y O K V O X T O D H A A P
Y Y Q S S B N T S R N V W E U T D T K I
K Q Y P K E I J C E T H H K Z S Z I I S
B W T E D Y B B S T J E O B B G E N Y S
D K U C E G C T B F C P P I M X B G T O
D R G T Q H Y Q C O N H M C X I C O C G
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CryptogrAm

Ephesians 4:32Ephesians 4:32

Figure out the encrypted words to see Ephesians 4:32, a great verse about forgiveness. Figure out the encrypted words to see Ephesians 4:32, a great verse about forgiveness. 
Look up the verse in an NIV translation if you need help.Look up the verse in an NIV translation if you need help.
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snACk

Forgiveness SnackForgiveness Snack

This super-easy snack will teach the kids about God’s love and forgiveness, using pretzels.This super-easy snack will teach the kids about God’s love and forgiveness, using pretzels.

Materials

  Pretzels of any shapePretzels of any shape

  NapkinsNapkins

Instructions

1. 1. Pass out the napkins and place a small handful of pretzels in front of each child Pass out the napkins and place a small handful of pretzels in front of each child 
(enough to be sure they will eat all of them).(enough to be sure they will eat all of them).

2. 2. Tell the children the pretzels represent our sin and we are going to pretend to be Tell the children the pretzels represent our sin and we are going to pretend to be 
Jesus.Jesus.

3. 3. Have them eat the pretzels.Have them eat the pretzels.

Introduction

Kind of gross to think about eating yucky sin! But this is what Jesus did for us. Of Kind of gross to think about eating yucky sin! But this is what Jesus did for us. Of 
course, he didn’t actually eat our sins. But he took on our sins when he gave his course, he didn’t actually eat our sins. But he took on our sins when he gave his 
life on the cross. Look down at your napkin. The sin is gone! Jesus took on our life on the cross. Look down at your napkin. The sin is gone! Jesus took on our 
sins so they are gone in God’s eyes. Now think of someone who may need your sins so they are gone in God’s eyes. Now think of someone who may need your 
forgiveness. Can you treat them like their sin is gone too?forgiveness. Can you treat them like their sin is gone too?
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gAme

Haiku Writing About ForgivenessHaiku Writing About Forgiveness

Students will be challenged creatively to come up with haikus about forgiveness. As they Students will be challenged creatively to come up with haikus about forgiveness. As they 
share their poems, they will learn that forgiveness can mean many different things, but share their poems, they will learn that forgiveness can mean many different things, but 
ultimately it means moving on and leading a brighter and happier life.ultimately it means moving on and leading a brighter and happier life.

Materials

  PaperPaper

  PencilsPencils

Objective

  Write the most creative haiku about forgiveness.Write the most creative haiku about forgiveness.

Preparation

  NoneNone

Introduction

International Forgiveness Day is not an ordinary holiday. There aren’t parties, International Forgiveness Day is not an ordinary holiday. There aren’t parties, 
decorations, or gift exchanges. But it is a day devoted to an important message: decorations, or gift exchanges. But it is a day devoted to an important message: 
forgiveness. Forgiveness is one of the hardest things to learn in life. Sometimes forgiveness. Forgiveness is one of the hardest things to learn in life. Sometimes 
we can be so hurt and upset at a person’s actions toward us that we never want we can be so hurt and upset at a person’s actions toward us that we never want 
to let it go. However, holding on to that bad feeling will only make it harder on to let it go. However, holding on to that bad feeling will only make it harder on 
us. We’ve got to work through it and forgive. Let’s get creative and think about us. We’ve got to work through it and forgive. Let’s get creative and think about 
what this means for you.what this means for you.

Instructions

1. 1. Give each student a pencil and paper.Give each student a pencil and paper.

2. 2. Instruct them to write a haiku about forgiveness.Instruct them to write a haiku about forgiveness.

3. 3. Here are the easy instructions for writing haikus that you can share: Here are the easy instructions for writing haikus that you can share: 
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a. a. There are only three lines in a haiku poem;There are only three lines in a haiku poem;

b. b. The lines do not rhyme;The lines do not rhyme;

c. c. The first line has five syllables;The first line has five syllables;

d. d. The second line has seven syllables;The second line has seven syllables;

e. e. The third line has five syllables.The third line has five syllables.

4. 4. Read each haiku aloud after the time you allotted runs out.Read each haiku aloud after the time you allotted runs out.

5. 5. Either have the class vote on who had the most creative haiku or choose the winner Either have the class vote on who had the most creative haiku or choose the winner 
yourself.yourself.

Closing

Forgiving means learning from what happened and taking that experience with Forgiving means learning from what happened and taking that experience with 
you into the future in a positive way. Not letting it drag you down, but using it to you into the future in a positive way. Not letting it drag you down, but using it to 
empower you to lead a brighter and happier life.empower you to lead a brighter and happier life.
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sCIenCe experIment

Oxidation and ForgivenessOxidation and Forgiveness

This classic science experiment with food coloring and bleach is one of the best ways to This classic science experiment with food coloring and bleach is one of the best ways to 
teach about forgiveness. It’s easy and can be used again and again whenever a lesson teach about forgiveness. It’s easy and can be used again and again whenever a lesson 
talks about being washed clean of our sin.talks about being washed clean of our sin.

Materials

  BleachBleach

  WaterWater

  Glasses or jarsGlasses or jars

  Food coloringFood coloring

Instructions

1. 1. Fill the glasses with water.Fill the glasses with water.

2. 2. Add food coloring.Add food coloring.

3. 3. Pour in bleach, little by little, until color is gone.Pour in bleach, little by little, until color is gone.

Explanation

Bleach works through a process called oxidation. Oxidation occurs when the molecules Bleach works through a process called oxidation. Oxidation occurs when the molecules 
which make color are broken apart so they no longer reflect colors, or reflect colors that which make color are broken apart so they no longer reflect colors, or reflect colors that 
can’t be seen by the human eye.can’t be seen by the human eye.

Application

Forgiveness is like the bleach. It breaks apart the conflict, which can color the Forgiveness is like the bleach. It breaks apart the conflict, which can color the 
way we see people, and gives us a clear lens to see them the way God sees them.way we see people, and gives us a clear lens to see them the way God sees them.
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ForgIveness DAy  
ChAllenge

Use Desmond Tutu’s Challenge  Use Desmond Tutu’s Challenge  
to Forgive a Person Each Dayto Forgive a Person Each Day

Put forgiveness into action among your students by focusing on Desmond Tutu’s forgive-Put forgiveness into action among your students by focusing on Desmond Tutu’s forgive-
ness campaign in South Africa. You can read Desmond Tutu’s story to your students, and ness campaign in South Africa. You can read Desmond Tutu’s story to your students, and 
then embrace his forgiveness idea that follows.then embrace his forgiveness idea that follows.

The Story of Desmond Tutu and South Africa

South Africans went through a very violent and painful period called apartheid, South Africans went through a very violent and painful period called apartheid, 
where racism caused a lot of pain and trauma.where racism caused a lot of pain and trauma.

Desmond Tutu is an archbishop who worked to end apartheid. While the end was Desmond Tutu is an archbishop who worked to end apartheid. While the end was 
huge in South African history, the people were still filled with anger.huge in South African history, the people were still filled with anger.

Desmond believed that forgiveness was the key to healing these issues. He led a Desmond believed that forgiveness was the key to healing these issues. He led a 
council where victims of apartheid could come and tell their stories. Forgiveness council where victims of apartheid could come and tell their stories. Forgiveness 
and healing could be actively pursued by those who caused the pain as well as and healing could be actively pursued by those who caused the pain as well as 
those who were so profoundly hurt. To this day, forgiveness is part of Archbish-those who were so profoundly hurt. To this day, forgiveness is part of Archbish-
op Tutu’s legacy.op Tutu’s legacy.

Archbishop Tutu went on to create a yearlong forgiveness plan. For National Archbishop Tutu went on to create a yearlong forgiveness plan. For National 
Forgiveness Month, we can use just a small part of his yearlong plan.Forgiveness Month, we can use just a small part of his yearlong plan.

Father Tutu’s Idea

Archbishop Tutu encouraged South Africans to forgive one person a week. Let’s Archbishop Tutu encouraged South Africans to forgive one person a week. Let’s 
all try this week to think of someone we can forgive this week. And let’s try to all try this week to think of someone we can forgive this week. And let’s try to 
use his process of forgiveness:use his process of forgiveness:

How to Carry Out the Idea

Hand out paper and pencils. Have an older student help a younger student by writing what Hand out paper and pencils. Have an older student help a younger student by writing what 
he says. All should answer the following questions.he says. All should answer the following questions.
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  What do I feel mad about?What do I feel mad about?

  Who caused it?Who caused it?

  What was What was my my role in the thing that’s making me mad? How did role in the thing that’s making me mad? How did I I contribute to the contribute to the 
problem?problem?

This last one often takes the most thought. Help students think of answers by citing the This last one often takes the most thought. Help students think of answers by citing the 
following examples:following examples:

Let’s say Joey’s brother punched him in the arm and it really hurt! Joey shouldn’t really be Let’s say Joey’s brother punched him in the arm and it really hurt! Joey shouldn’t really be 
saying he himself caused the punch. Violence is never acceptable. But he may have been saying he himself caused the punch. Violence is never acceptable. But he may have been 
doing something that frustrated his brother or may have contributed in some other way doing something that frustrated his brother or may have contributed in some other way 
to the problem.to the problem.

Or let’s say Aimee got picked on in school by rude children. Aimee should not blame her-Or let’s say Aimee got picked on in school by rude children. Aimee should not blame her-
self for being bullied. Bullying is never acceptable. But in the future, she may make the self for being bullied. Bullying is never acceptable. But in the future, she may make the 
choice to confront them in a calm and loving way or speak to an adult about the problem.choice to confront them in a calm and loving way or speak to an adult about the problem.

Once the children have written or drawn the answers to these questions, tell them to Once the children have written or drawn the answers to these questions, tell them to 
take a moment to ask God for help with forgiving this person. Then have them take their take a moment to ask God for help with forgiving this person. Then have them take their 
drawing or letter and tear it up and put it in the garbage can.drawing or letter and tear it up and put it in the garbage can.

Some of Archbishop Tutu’s followers have put all the papers in a forgiveness container and Some of Archbishop Tutu’s followers have put all the papers in a forgiveness container and 
attached it to a hot-air balloon, so followers could watch it float off to heaven!attached it to a hot-air balloon, so followers could watch it float off to heaven!

Explain that forgiveness isn’t always easy and that sometimes we will feel mad again even Explain that forgiveness isn’t always easy and that sometimes we will feel mad again even 
after we forgive. The point is that we are making a promise to ourselves, to God, and to after we forgive. The point is that we are making a promise to ourselves, to God, and to 
the other person to give up the right to hold on to our anger. We are promising to do our the other person to give up the right to hold on to our anger. We are promising to do our 
best to keep releasing it back into God’s hands.best to keep releasing it back into God’s hands.

You can do this just for National Forgiveness Day, but kids learn well by repetition! Do it You can do this just for National Forgiveness Day, but kids learn well by repetition! Do it 
for five or 10 minutes each month and see if it brings more joy into your classroom!for five or 10 minutes each month and see if it brings more joy into your classroom!
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nAtIonAl lIghthouse  
DAy

Idea Starter: National Lighthouse Day  Idea Starter: National Lighthouse Day  
and God’s Lightand God’s Light

We encourage youth ministers to look into celebrating National Lighthouse Day due to the We encourage youth ministers to look into celebrating National Lighthouse Day due to the 
great comparisons between a lighthouse’s guiding light and God’s guiding light.great comparisons between a lighthouse’s guiding light and God’s guiding light.

The holiday, always celebrated on August 7The holiday, always celebrated on August 7thth, goes way back. It was founded on an act of , goes way back. It was founded on an act of 
Congress from 1789 “for the establishment and support of lighthouses, beacons, buoys Congress from 1789 “for the establishment and support of lighthouses, beacons, buoys 
and public piers.”and public piers.”

In celebration of the 200th anniversary of the signing of the act and the commissioning In celebration of the 200th anniversary of the signing of the act and the commissioning 
of the first federal lighthouse, Congress passed a resolution which designated August 7, of the first federal lighthouse, Congress passed a resolution which designated August 7, 
1989 as National Lighthouse Day.1989 as National Lighthouse Day.

Here are some famous scriptures that have been used to compare God’s light to a light-Here are some famous scriptures that have been used to compare God’s light to a light-
house beacon:house beacon:

John 8:12John 8:12 Again Jesus spoke to them, saying, “I am the light of the world. Whoever  Again Jesus spoke to them, saying, “I am the light of the world. Whoever 
follows me will not walk in darkness, but will have the light of life.”follows me will not walk in darkness, but will have the light of life.”

Psalm 119:105Psalm 119:105 Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path. Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path.

Psalm 43:3Psalm 43:3 Send me your light and your faithful care, let them lead me; let them bring  Send me your light and your faithful care, let them lead me; let them bring 
me to your holy mountain, to the place where you dwell.me to your holy mountain, to the place where you dwell.

Here are some famous scriptures that encourage us to be beacons of light and love toward Here are some famous scriptures that encourage us to be beacons of light and love toward 
others:others:

Matthew 5:14-15Matthew 5:14-15 You are the light of the world. A city on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither  You are the light of the world. A city on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither 
do people light a lamp and put it under a basket. Instead, they set it on a lampstand, do people light a lamp and put it under a basket. Instead, they set it on a lampstand, 
and it gives light to everyone…and it gives light to everyone…

John 12:36John 12:36 Believe in the light while you have the light, so that you may become children  Believe in the light while you have the light, so that you may become children 
of light.of light.

Proverbs 4: Proverbs 4: The path of the righteous is like the morning sun, shining ever brighter…The path of the righteous is like the morning sun, shining ever brighter…
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lesson

What it Means to Be a LightWhat it Means to Be a Light

Sometimes kids don’t “get” metaphors. But if you help them along, they come up with Sometimes kids don’t “get” metaphors. But if you help them along, they come up with 
really bright ideas! How are we like lighthouses? Answer: Both have to “shed light” in really bright ideas! How are we like lighthouses? Answer: Both have to “shed light” in 
slightly different ways. Let this lesson inspire your students to see themselves as beams slightly different ways. Let this lesson inspire your students to see themselves as beams 
of hope, love, joy, and even guidance to celebrate National Lighthouse Day.of hope, love, joy, and even guidance to celebrate National Lighthouse Day.

Materials

  Learn-Along Lesson SheetLearn-Along Lesson Sheet   Pencil or penPencil or pen

Preparation

  Print out a copy of the Learn-Along Lesson Sheet for each childPrint out a copy of the Learn-Along Lesson Sheet for each child

Lesson

August 7August 7thth was National Lighthouse Day. Why would Christians celebrate light- was National Lighthouse Day. Why would Christians celebrate light-
houses? Because of how a lighthouse uses light!houses? Because of how a lighthouse uses light!

Lighthouses shine bright lights in the dark to tell sea captains which way to sail. Lighthouses shine bright lights in the dark to tell sea captains which way to sail. 
Christians are called by Christ to be a light in the dark and show people which Christians are called by Christ to be a light in the dark and show people which 
way to go to be in God’s family.way to go to be in God’s family.

Comparing a lighthouse to a Christian is what we call a Comparing a lighthouse to a Christian is what we call a metaphor. metaphor. A metaphor A metaphor 
compares one object to another to help us understand it better. compares one object to another to help us understand it better. You will find as You will find as 
you learn and grow that there are many metaphors used in our faith!you learn and grow that there are many metaphors used in our faith!

We can understand Christianity a little better by using metaphors.We can understand Christianity a little better by using metaphors.

In this case, we’ll understand what we’re supposed to do for God by using a In this case, we’ll understand what we’re supposed to do for God by using a 
lighthouse.lighthouse.

Let’s look at our Learn-Along Lesson Sheet and see how it works.Let’s look at our Learn-Along Lesson Sheet and see how it works.

  Pass out Learn-Along Sheet if you have not already done so.Pass out Learn-Along Sheet if you have not already done so.

  Go over each part with the students. Praise when they do well. Help when they are Go over each part with the students. Praise when they do well. Help when they are 
confused. Be enthusiastic about all answers.confused. Be enthusiastic about all answers.

  Say the prayer at the end along with them, adding as the spirit leads.Say the prayer at the end along with them, adding as the spirit leads.
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CrAFt

National Lighthouse Day Lighthouse PrintableNational Lighthouse Day Lighthouse Printable

TEALIGHT LIGHTHOUSE CRAFT

This craft is a great visualization of the light that Jesus Christ is in bringing us to safety This craft is a great visualization of the light that Jesus Christ is in bringing us to safety 
and salvation, as well as how we can be a guiding light to others.and salvation, as well as how we can be a guiding light to others.

Materials

  Tealight Lighthouse Printable Craft (one page)Tealight Lighthouse Printable Craft (one page)

  White Cardstock (recommended)White Cardstock (recommended)

  Coloring UtensilsColoring Utensils

  ScissorsScissors

  GlueGlue

  Battery operated tealights, one per student (optional)Battery operated tealights, one per student (optional)

Preparation

  Print one copy of craft file for each studentPrint one copy of craft file for each student

Instructions for Students

1. 1. Color page as desiredColor page as desired

2. 2. Carefully cut out pieces, including removed squares from Lighthouse Top.Carefully cut out pieces, including removed squares from Lighthouse Top.

3. 3. Carefully fold along all vertical lines and tabsCarefully fold along all vertical lines and tabs

4. 4. On Lighthouse Tower pieces, add glue to tab and then glue to opposite side to form On Lighthouse Tower pieces, add glue to tab and then glue to opposite side to form 
a pentagon shape.a pentagon shape.

5. 5. Add glue to tops of Lighthouse Tower tabs, then place the Circle shape on top. Then Add glue to tops of Lighthouse Tower tabs, then place the Circle shape on top. Then 
add glue to Lighthouse Top tabs, and glue to the top of the Circle shape, forming a add glue to Lighthouse Top tabs, and glue to the top of the Circle shape, forming a 
pentagon, being careful to align with the pentagon shape of the Lighthouse Tower.pentagon, being careful to align with the pentagon shape of the Lighthouse Tower.
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6. 6. Insert tealight into Lighthouse top, then close the tabs by pushing the round pieces Insert tealight into Lighthouse top, then close the tabs by pushing the round pieces 
down and using the hook side to hook around the other pieces to form the closure.down and using the hook side to hook around the other pieces to form the closure.
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snACk

Apple Boat and Cheese SailApple Boat and Cheese Sail

This easy snack will teach kids about sailing toward the light of God.This easy snack will teach kids about sailing toward the light of God.

Materials

  Apple slicesApple slices

  ToothpicksToothpicks

  CheeseCheese

Preparation

1. 1. Slice the apples into wedges.Slice the apples into wedges.

2. 2. Cut the cheese into trianglesCut the cheese into triangles

3. 3. Using the apple wedge as the boat, make a mast out of the toothpick and stick on Using the apple wedge as the boat, make a mast out of the toothpick and stick on 
the cheese as the sail.the cheese as the sail.

Introduction

God is like the lighthouse guiding us to safety through the stormy seas of life. God is like the lighthouse guiding us to safety through the stormy seas of life. 
When you eat this little boat, think about all God has brought you though and When you eat this little boat, think about all God has brought you though and 
how he’s kept you safe.how he’s kept you safe.
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gAme

Searching for Guidance Flashlight FollowSearching for Guidance Flashlight Follow

Students will walk, hop, and skip their way through this timed race. You will guide them Students will walk, hop, and skip their way through this timed race. You will guide them 
across a dark room with a flashlight and they will be reminded that their faith and God will across a dark room with a flashlight and they will be reminded that their faith and God will 
always be guiding them through life. Through the good and the bad, God is always by their always be guiding them through life. Through the good and the bad, God is always by their 
side and leading them in the right direction.side and leading them in the right direction.

Materials

  FlashlightFlashlight

Objective

  Get to the other side of the room the fastest.Get to the other side of the room the fastest.

Preparation

  NoneNone

Introduction

Do you remember the last time you woke up in the middle of the night and need-Do you remember the last time you woke up in the middle of the night and need-
ed a glass of water or to go to the bathroom? Wasn’t it tricky trying to make your ed a glass of water or to go to the bathroom? Wasn’t it tricky trying to make your 
way out of your room in the middle of the night? Even though you are in that way out of your room in the middle of the night? Even though you are in that 
space every day, the darkness makes it so much harder to remember exactly space every day, the darkness makes it so much harder to remember exactly 
where things are and how to get around them. Imagine being on the open water where things are and how to get around them. Imagine being on the open water 
on a boat!on a boat!

Instructions

1. 1. Choose one student to go first and have them stand on one side of the room.Choose one student to go first and have them stand on one side of the room.

2. 2. Turn the lights off and stand toward the middle of the room holding the flashlight.Turn the lights off and stand toward the middle of the room holding the flashlight.

3. 3. When you are ready, turn the flashlight on and aim it to the floor near the student’s When you are ready, turn the flashlight on and aim it to the floor near the student’s 
feet.feet.

4. 4. The student will have to step or jump to the ray of light shining on the floor.The student will have to step or jump to the ray of light shining on the floor.
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5. 5. Once they set foot on the light, move the light further away from the student; care-Once they set foot on the light, move the light further away from the student; care-
fully illuminating things in their path, etc.fully illuminating things in their path, etc.

6. 6. It’s okay if toys, etc. are in the way. The student will have to learn how to navigate It’s okay if toys, etc. are in the way. The student will have to learn how to navigate 
carefully with your cautions.carefully with your cautions.

7. 7. Repeat steps three to five until the student successfully reaches the other side of the Repeat steps three to five until the student successfully reaches the other side of the 
room.room.

8. 8. If the student does not land on the piece of light and lands on a dark part of the If the student does not land on the piece of light and lands on a dark part of the 
ground, they must start over.ground, they must start over.

9. 9. The student who gets to the other side of the room fastest wins.The student who gets to the other side of the room fastest wins.

Closing

God is like a lighthouse beam. He keeps us from sinking in spiritual storms and God is like a lighthouse beam. He keeps us from sinking in spiritual storms and 
darkness! When we are going through bad times, we need to remember to keep darkness! When we are going through bad times, we need to remember to keep 
our faith and know that God will help us see through this time and we’ll come out our faith and know that God will help us see through this time and we’ll come out 
of it stronger than ever before.of it stronger than ever before.
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sCIenCe experIment

Color-Changing LightColor-Changing Light

Lighthouses can teach us a lot. This experiment with light and color will get the children Lighthouses can teach us a lot. This experiment with light and color will get the children 
thinking about the unique light they bring to the world!thinking about the unique light they bring to the world!

Materials

  Three clear drinking glassesThree clear drinking glasses

  WaterWater

  Blue, red, and yellow food coloringBlue, red, and yellow food coloring

  Three flashlightsThree flashlights

Instructions

1. 1. Fill each glass with waterFill each glass with water

2. 2. Add a few drops of food coloring to each glass, making one of yellow, one of red, and Add a few drops of food coloring to each glass, making one of yellow, one of red, and 
one of blue water.one of blue water.

3. 3. Turn out the lights and shine the flashlight through each glass, aimed at a white wall.Turn out the lights and shine the flashlight through each glass, aimed at a white wall.

4. 4. Then ask two children to shine light through their glasses at the same time, and at Then ask two children to shine light through their glasses at the same time, and at 
the same point on the wall.the same point on the wall.

5. 5. Notice which color combinations create new colors.Notice which color combinations create new colors.

6. 6. Write them down.Write them down.

Explanation

Red, yellow, and blue are primary colors. This means they are the base of all colors. When Red, yellow, and blue are primary colors. This means they are the base of all colors. When 
mixed in various combinations they create green, orange, and purple. Those are known mixed in various combinations they create green, orange, and purple. Those are known 
as secondary colors.as secondary colors.

Application

We all have a light to shine for Jesus, and because he made us all different, We all have a light to shine for Jesus, and because he made us all different, 
the way we shine those lights will look different. In this way, we are like the the way we shine those lights will look different. In this way, we are like the 
individual colors. God also calls us to be a part of a body of believers. When we individual colors. God also calls us to be a part of a body of believers. When we 
pray with other Christians or work together in ministry, our lights can blend and pray with other Christians or work together in ministry, our lights can blend and 
create something new and beautiful!create something new and beautiful!
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CryptogrAm

Important Verse about Being a Light for GodImportant Verse about Being a Light for God

Find the excerpts from Matthew 5:14-16 NIV by solving the cryptogram below. Unscramble each Find the excerpts from Matthew 5:14-16 NIV by solving the cryptogram below. Unscramble each 
of the clue words. Copy the letters in the numbered cells to other cells with the same number.of the clue words. Copy the letters in the numbered cells to other cells with the same number.

Write Matthew 5:16 out here to help learn it:Write Matthew 5:16 out here to help learn it:
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WorD seArCh

The I AM Statements of JesusThe I AM Statements of Jesus

Jesus said, “I am the LIGHT of the world.” He also called himself other names in what are Jesus said, “I am the LIGHT of the world.” He also called himself other names in what are 
called his “I AM Statements” from the book of John. All the words he called himself are in called his “I AM Statements” from the book of John. All the words he called himself are in 
the word search. See how many you can find!the word search. See how many you can find!

Light, Bread, Shepherd, Door, Resurrection, Life, Way, Truth, VineLight, Bread, Shepherd, Door, Resurrection, Life, Way, Truth, Vine

L A B E L E O E O C E V V G K M
U H B E V N E E D W O C L P U J
U V S D E O L O A U W K J O Q O
Z T B Y T I W T E F O B Y K L Z
M M F P F T V A R E Z P O F T L
H M H E V C W B B R X P E E O N
P E O A D E E I L R T H P C D D
U H W E P R T S F A T P C R P G
U C N M O R E L D U T T I R Z C
B I H M Q U H H R D L N H Y C H
V T M B L S U T P Z V X P G P K
R T X G Z E H M A E H B B Y I D
O J K L Q R A H K F H J T U Q L
O O P Y X J U F E I F S X R R R
D Y W X A F M B L M H W T J A A
X N Z W G W B U B M P I Q H V O
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Women’s equAlIty DAy

Suggestions for ActivitiesSuggestions for Activities

Women’s Equality Day gives us a chance to show that the love of Christ does not discrimi-Women’s Equality Day gives us a chance to show that the love of Christ does not discrimi-
nate and, as Apostle Paul points out in Galatians 3:28, “...there is no male and female, for nate and, as Apostle Paul points out in Galatians 3:28, “...there is no male and female, for 
you are all one in Christ Jesus.”you are all one in Christ Jesus.”

In 1971, the U.S. Congress designated August 26 as “Women’s Equality Day.”In 1971, the U.S. Congress designated August 26 as “Women’s Equality Day.”

National Women’s Equality Day celebrates the 19th Amendment to the Constitution. In National Women’s Equality Day celebrates the 19th Amendment to the Constitution. In 
1920, it granted women the right to vote. This was the culmination of a massive, peaceful 1920, it granted women the right to vote. This was the culmination of a massive, peaceful 
civil rights movement by women that had its formal beginnings in 1848 at the world’s first civil rights movement by women that had its formal beginnings in 1848 at the world’s first 
women’s rights convention, in Seneca Falls, New York.women’s rights convention, in Seneca Falls, New York.

The observance of Women’s Equality Day not only commemorates the passage of the 19th The observance of Women’s Equality Day not only commemorates the passage of the 19th 
Amendment, but also calls attention to women’s continuing efforts toward full equality. Amendment, but also calls attention to women’s continuing efforts toward full equality. 
Workplaces, libraries, organizations, and public facilities now participate with Women’s Workplaces, libraries, organizations, and public facilities now participate with Women’s 
Equality Day programs, displays, video showings, or other activities.Equality Day programs, displays, video showings, or other activities.

Below are three examples of ways we can honor the women in our church who are using Below are three examples of ways we can honor the women in our church who are using 
their unique gifts to bless people and serve Jesus.their unique gifts to bless people and serve Jesus.

“Hall of Honor”

Ask the kids to think about the women in the church who have done great things, either Ask the kids to think about the women in the church who have done great things, either 
professionally, philanthropically, or communally. professionally, philanthropically, or communally. Don’t let them pick their moms! This is Don’t let them pick their moms! This is 
a chance to expand their horizons and gratitude. a chance to expand their horizons and gratitude. How does God use these community How does God use these community 
women in their lives? Then have them draw pictures of these women using their gifts. women in their lives? Then have them draw pictures of these women using their gifts. 
When they are done, you can hang them in the hall outside of the classroom, with a ban-When they are done, you can hang them in the hall outside of the classroom, with a ban-
ner above that says ner above that says Hall of Honor. Hall of Honor. Or have the pastor let them come up and explain their Or have the pastor let them come up and explain their 
picture and/or thank a woman during the children’s sermon during the Sunday nearest to picture and/or thank a woman during the children’s sermon during the Sunday nearest to 
National Women’s Equality Day. Invite the church members to pop by and see what the National Women’s Equality Day. Invite the church members to pop by and see what the 
kids have created.kids have created.

Thank-You Notes

The kids can make homemade cards out of construction paper and markers or crayons. The kids can make homemade cards out of construction paper and markers or crayons. 
They can think of a lady they are grateful for and then send her a note of thanks for using They can think of a lady they are grateful for and then send her a note of thanks for using 
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her gifts. These should include cute things like a little drawing and short blurb about what her gifts. These should include cute things like a little drawing and short blurb about what 
her gifts are. For added cuteness, you can have the kids deliver them to the ladies as they her gifts are. For added cuteness, you can have the kids deliver them to the ladies as they 
leave church. If you want a template, you could scroll across the inside of each card, leave church. If you want a template, you could scroll across the inside of each card, I see I see 
the love of Jesus when you… the love of Jesus when you… Then the children can simply draw a picture underneath or Then the children can simply draw a picture underneath or 
write a few words.write a few words.

This year, don’t forget to include the front lines of the pandemic! Nurses, aides, doctors, This year, don’t forget to include the front lines of the pandemic! Nurses, aides, doctors, 
and others would appreciate thank-you notes. It encourages them to keep up the hard and others would appreciate thank-you notes. It encourages them to keep up the hard 
work! Hopefully, these ideas not only give the children something fun to work on and think work! Hopefully, these ideas not only give the children something fun to work on and think 
about, but also encourage the strong women among you on a day focused on honoring about, but also encourage the strong women among you on a day focused on honoring 
women.women.

Women of the Bible Ceremony

Finally, a great way to honor women is to herald some of the Bible’s heroines. This can be Finally, a great way to honor women is to herald some of the Bible’s heroines. This can be 
done in a sweet way by coordinating a time with your pastor for the kids to come up on done in a sweet way by coordinating a time with your pastor for the kids to come up on 
stage to report on the Bible women they admire.stage to report on the Bible women they admire.

An easy way to do this is to use the included An easy way to do this is to use the included biography cards from our biography cards from our Women of the BibleWomen of the Bible  
series. Students can pick their favorite heroine, read the card, and share a picture they series. Students can pick their favorite heroine, read the card, and share a picture they 
drew of her.drew of her.

Have the kids practice the week before, so you know who will be scared and who needs Have the kids practice the week before, so you know who will be scared and who needs 
help. Then ask them to line up and read their cards in front of the congregation.help. Then ask them to line up and read their cards in front of the congregation.

This is especially meaningful because women of the Bible did not live in great times to be This is especially meaningful because women of the Bible did not live in great times to be 
heralded in general! We can make up for it in our own churches today.heralded in general! We can make up for it in our own churches today.
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CrAFt

Women of the Bible Paper DollsWomen of the Bible Paper Dolls

WOMEN OF THE BIBLE PAPER DOLLS

This craft is a great way to celebrate different women of the Bible. All of the women rep-This craft is a great way to celebrate different women of the Bible. All of the women rep-
resented in these paper dolls played a distinct and important role, and worth celebrating!resented in these paper dolls played a distinct and important role, and worth celebrating!

Materials

  Women of the Bible Paper Dolls Printable Craft (one pages)Women of the Bible Paper Dolls Printable Craft (one pages)

  White Cardstock (recommended)White Cardstock (recommended)

  Coloring UtensilsColoring Utensils

  ScissorsScissors

Preparation

  Print one copy of craft file for each student, Print one copy of craft file for each student, 
one pageone page

Instructions for Students

1. 1. Color pages as desiredColor pages as desired

2. 2. Carefully cut out pieces, including doll stand. Cut along dotted lines on Paper dolls Carefully cut out pieces, including doll stand. Cut along dotted lines on Paper dolls 
and standand stand

3. 3. Stand Paper dolls up by placing the stand and doll together, aligning the cut sections Stand Paper dolls up by placing the stand and doll together, aligning the cut sections 
to form an X.to form an X.
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snACk

Equality Day Fruit SkewersEquality Day Fruit Skewers

The snack will teach the kids that very different things can be equally as important.The snack will teach the kids that very different things can be equally as important.

Materials

  Various fruitsVarious fruits

  Long wooden skewersLong wooden skewers

Instructions

1. 1. Wash and cut the fruit into squares (if needed), remem-Wash and cut the fruit into squares (if needed), remem-
bering to wear gloves.bering to wear gloves.

2. 2. Arrange the fruit on the skewer, by color, into a rainbow.Arrange the fruit on the skewer, by color, into a rainbow.

3. 3. If you’re worried about the points of the skewers, they If you’re worried about the points of the skewers, they 
can be filed down with a nail file or cut with scissors.can be filed down with a nail file or cut with scissors.

Introduction

These pieces of fruit are all different and we are just like this. Men and women These pieces of fruit are all different and we are just like this. Men and women 
are VERY different, but both equally good! When men and women work together are VERY different, but both equally good! When men and women work together 
as a team, they are like this snack making a beautiful rainbow. They are good as a team, they are like this snack making a beautiful rainbow. They are good 
when they are separate but even better together!when they are separate but even better together!
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sCIenCe experIment

All Things Equal (Make Your Own Scale)All Things Equal (Make Your Own Scale)

This is a fun way to teach children about equal weight distribution while demonstrating This is a fun way to teach children about equal weight distribution while demonstrating 
what equality looks like. We all have different strengths but God loves us equally!what equality looks like. We all have different strengths but God loves us equally!

Materials
  One plastic coat hanger with indentations on the top to One plastic coat hanger with indentations on the top to 
hold strapshold straps

  Two plastic beach buckets the same size (or two plastic Two plastic beach buckets the same size (or two plastic 
cups the same size)cups the same size)

  If you have to use plastic cups, just create the handle by If you have to use plastic cups, just create the handle by 
punching holes on either side of each cup and threading punching holes on either side of each cup and threading 
a piece of twine or yarn through. Try to make them the a piece of twine or yarn through. Try to make them the 
same length, though the message of the experiment will same length, though the message of the experiment will 
work even if you can’t get it quite rightwork even if you can’t get it quite right

  Objects of various weights and sizes (They must be able Objects of various weights and sizes (They must be able 
to fit inside the buckets or cups.)to fit inside the buckets or cups.)

Instructions
1. 1. Hang the two buckets on the indents in the hanger.Hang the two buckets on the indents in the hanger.

2. 2. Tangle the hanger from the hook onto your fingerTangle the hanger from the hook onto your finger

3. 3. Ask the children to play around with the objects to see what makes the scales tip and Ask the children to play around with the objects to see what makes the scales tip and 
what makes them balance.what makes them balance.

Explanation
Gravity pulls on each cup equally. When we put different objects in the cups, the heaviest Gravity pulls on each cup equally. When we put different objects in the cups, the heaviest 
one will dip down because of its weight. By adding and taking away objects, we can make one will dip down because of its weight. By adding and taking away objects, we can make 
the cups the same weight and balance the scale.the cups the same weight and balance the scale.

Application
We all have different callings in God’s kingdom. The most important thing to We all have different callings in God’s kingdom. The most important thing to 
remember is that every person, male or female, should feel the weight of God’s remember is that every person, male or female, should feel the weight of God’s 
love the same. We are the cups, and the objects filling the cups are our gifts. love the same. We are the cups, and the objects filling the cups are our gifts. 
Each person must be allowed to use their gifts so we can be in harmony, or bal-Each person must be allowed to use their gifts so we can be in harmony, or bal-
ance. That’s equality!ance. That’s equality!
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gAme

I Say, You DoI Say, You Do

No matter how different we are from one another, we have to remember that God created No matter how different we are from one another, we have to remember that God created 
us from one mold. We are essentially the same and should treat each other as equals, as us from one mold. We are essentially the same and should treat each other as equals, as 
this easy game with no prep will show!this easy game with no prep will show!

Materials

  NoneNone

Objective

  Follow the leader’s instructions.Follow the leader’s instructions.

Preparation

  NoneNone

Introduction

Women’s Equality Day serves as a reminder that although there are differences Women’s Equality Day serves as a reminder that although there are differences 
between men and women, under God’s eyes, we are all equal. If you look around between men and women, under God’s eyes, we are all equal. If you look around 
the room, you see just how different we are from one another, but you’ll also see the room, you see just how different we are from one another, but you’ll also see 
how we are the same. Let’s demonstrate this by playing a game!how we are the same. Let’s demonstrate this by playing a game!

Instructions

1. 1. Choose one student to be the leader.Choose one student to be the leader.

2. 2. Have other students stand apart in front of the leader.Have other students stand apart in front of the leader.

3. 3. When you say “Go!” the leader will start to say commands (i.e. “do five jumping When you say “Go!” the leader will start to say commands (i.e. “do five jumping 
jacks,” “sit pretzel legged,” “raise your hand,” “make a funny face,” etc.)jacks,” “sit pretzel legged,” “raise your hand,” “make a funny face,” etc.)

4. 4. Before each command, the leader will say “I say…” and those are the commands the Before each command, the leader will say “I say…” and those are the commands the 
rest of the class must follow.rest of the class must follow.

5. 5. If the leader does not say “I say…” before saying a command, the rest of the class If the leader does not say “I say…” before saying a command, the rest of the class 
must not follow the directions.must not follow the directions.
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6. 6. If they do, they are out of the game.If they do, they are out of the game.

7. 7. The last student in the game wins.The last student in the game wins.

Closing

The hard part was listening to be sure we did them at the right times. Even The hard part was listening to be sure we did them at the right times. Even 
though some of us are shorter, some are stronger, and some have brown hair, though some of us are shorter, some are stronger, and some have brown hair, 
we could all hop in place, make a funny face, or raise our left hand.we could all hop in place, make a funny face, or raise our left hand.

As much as we need to celebrate each other’s differences, it is so important to As much as we need to celebrate each other’s differences, it is so important to 
come together to show we are one and the same. Let’s remember to do daily come together to show we are one and the same. Let’s remember to do daily 
what GOD says and see ourselves as equal to each other.what GOD says and see ourselves as equal to each other.
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WorD seArCh

Find the Great Bible WomenFind the Great Bible Women

Instructions

Below are the names of some great women in the Bible. Get used to hearing them. In a Below are the names of some great women in the Bible. Get used to hearing them. In a 
few more years, you ought to be able to say what each of them did!few more years, you ought to be able to say what each of them did!

Abigail, BlessedMother, Deborah, Esther, Hagar, Jael, Hannah, Martha, MaryMadgalene, Abigail, BlessedMother, Deborah, Esther, Hagar, Jael, Hannah, Martha, MaryMadgalene, 
Miriam, Rahab, Rebekah, Ruth, Sarah, AnnaMiriam, Rahab, Rebekah, Ruth, Sarah, Anna

P C R H W O H X A C Z L K N A U R N K M
I F V Y W S P L I O Z Y I T L E A C R O
U V Y J K M I A W M T Z Z I P E H B N N
X M Z Y Z Y V P B T W Q T S T O A Z G H
G A A T O W F A S O D N A M M C B Z I S
O R A R Y W C S Y L F B M P Z N L D E N
V T A C Y A V I T I E R E K O K E F R O
Z H S Y E M M U M A M E O L F P S U N J
S A O O L A A Y Y G T H P C E A Y P A D
G L T C H N K D P I O T V D M A I R I M
S D C R A N Z E G B T O L A K X J T S J
X X D U N A L B D A Y M E J S D T L X W
Q R R T N Y O O F N L D H L F D Y S F X
C E I H A R G R F P R E N T B Y R W A L
I B B I H R E A D X Q S N S Y Y O D Z H
J E H N A L E H N G X S S E G Q X Y O F
Q K X G Q T G W T Q S E A D W N V B F W
Q A A O J T X R X S E L R A U G Z T A I
F H C P S F W S T Y E B A J H D J N H M
E W Y D F R W Y E G O V H Z R I O Y Y C
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CrossWorD

Identify Great Bible WomenIdentify Great Bible Women

Fill in the crossword by identifying each famous woman of the Bible by the clue. Here are Fill in the crossword by identifying each famous woman of the Bible by the clue. Here are 
their names again to help out:their names again to help out:

1 2

3 4

5 6 7

8

9

10

11 12

13

14

15

AcrossAcross
1. Great-grandmother of King David1. Great-grandmother of King David

5. Older sister of Moses 7. Saved Hebrew people in Persia from a genocide5. Older sister of Moses 7. Saved Hebrew people in Persia from a genocide

8. Married King David8. Married King David

10. Mother of Jesus 11. Judge of Israel10. Mother of Jesus 11. Judge of Israel

14. Prophetess who prophesied after Jesus’ birth14. Prophetess who prophesied after Jesus’ birth

15. A friend of Jesus along with her sister Mary15. A friend of Jesus along with her sister Mary

DownDown
2. Mother of Ishmael2. Mother of Ishmael

3. Assassinated the evil army command-3. Assassinated the evil army command-
er Siseraer Sisera

4. Wife of Isaac from Genesis 6. Also 4. Wife of Isaac from Genesis 6. Also 
named Mary, this friend of Jesus was named Mary, this friend of Jesus was 
the first to see him resurrectedthe first to see him resurrected

9. Wife of Abraham9. Wife of Abraham

12. Mother of the prophet Samuel12. Mother of the prophet Samuel

13. Helped Hebrew spies as a resident of 13. Helped Hebrew spies as a resident of 
JerichoJericho
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August FooD DrIves

Still a Desperate Need!Still a Desperate Need!

The month of August can be one of the toughest times for food pantries. Add to this The month of August can be one of the toughest times for food pantries. Add to this 
the pandemic, where more and more families are losing income. Demand for food has the pandemic, where more and more families are losing income. Demand for food has 
increased.increased.

The increase in the summer is well-known, even without the pandemic, due to the number The increase in the summer is well-known, even without the pandemic, due to the number 
of low-income children not receiving the free breakfast and lunch they were accustomed of low-income children not receiving the free breakfast and lunch they were accustomed 
to before schools closed. Unfortunately, this increase in demand also comes at a time to before schools closed. Unfortunately, this increase in demand also comes at a time 
when the supplies donated during the holiday drives are beginning to deplete.when the supplies donated during the holiday drives are beginning to deplete.

This gives churches, Sunday schools, and families a fabulous opportunity to help fill in This gives churches, Sunday schools, and families a fabulous opportunity to help fill in 
some of those deficits. You can do this with your Sunday school class by organizing a food some of those deficits. You can do this with your Sunday school class by organizing a food 
drive. Here are some tips:drive. Here are some tips:

Find the right pantry. Find the right pantry. The first order of business when organizing a food drive is to find The first order of business when organizing a food drive is to find 
a nonprofit or shelter that needs food. This can be done by contacting local homeless a nonprofit or shelter that needs food. This can be done by contacting local homeless 
shelters and food banks. Since the pandemic began, most families are familiar with shelters and food banks. Since the pandemic began, most families are familiar with 
one near their community. If you call them on the phone, they will likely have a person one near their community. If you call them on the phone, they will likely have a person 
available to tell you what they need this week or month.available to tell you what they need this week or month.

Decide on the foods to donate. Decide on the foods to donate. Food banks typically want donations which are non-per-Food banks typically want donations which are non-per-
ishable. Because we are thinking of hungry kids with this drive, think of the things you ishable. Because we are thinking of hungry kids with this drive, think of the things you 
would want donated for your own child. Perhaps healthy foods, or things they will be would want donated for your own child. Perhaps healthy foods, or things they will be 
excited to see in their cupboards (e.g. Goldfish crackers, granola bars, organic juice excited to see in their cupboards (e.g. Goldfish crackers, granola bars, organic juice 
boxes, macaroni and cheese, and fruit smoothie squeezers).boxes, macaroni and cheese, and fruit smoothie squeezers).

Before simply adding from the supply in your pantry, be aware that food banks have to Before simply adding from the supply in your pantry, be aware that food banks have to 
be very careful about expiration dates. Check the dates on any cans you provide and be very careful about expiration dates. Check the dates on any cans you provide and 
make sure there are at least six months of time left on the date.make sure there are at least six months of time left on the date.

Get your friends involved by using social media. Get your friends involved by using social media. Whether you are a teacher or a Whether you are a teacher or a 
parent, use social-media announcements to get others in the community to donate. parent, use social-media announcements to get others in the community to donate. 
Food-bank suppliers have been heartened to see the level of giving to which people Food-bank suppliers have been heartened to see the level of giving to which people 
have risen during the pandemic. One teacher was amazed when a single Facebook an-have risen during the pandemic. One teacher was amazed when a single Facebook an-
nouncement for her local food bank brought in $450 and two carloads full of groceries nouncement for her local food bank brought in $450 and two carloads full of groceries 
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from people she barely knew. Use Facebook, Twitter, or your web boards to get the from people she barely knew. Use Facebook, Twitter, or your web boards to get the 
word out.word out.

Pick a time and drop-off location.Pick a time and drop-off location. If your church isn’t open in August, food-bank sup- If your church isn’t open in August, food-bank sup-
pliers have done well allowing people to drop them off on the porch of their residence. pliers have done well allowing people to drop them off on the porch of their residence. 
You can also offer to pick them up from others. Take your kids along so they feel vested You can also offer to pick them up from others. Take your kids along so they feel vested 
in the project.in the project.

Include kids’ note or notes. Include kids’ note or notes. Finally, a nice added touch would be to have the kids make Finally, a nice added touch would be to have the kids make 
a nice card thanking the workers of the food pantry for their service. It will make the a nice card thanking the workers of the food pantry for their service. It will make the 
kids feel the connection between their charitable work and the people they are serving kids feel the connection between their charitable work and the people they are serving 
as well as be a nice touch for the people donating their time to the pantry.as well as be a nice touch for the people donating their time to the pantry.

We typically think of summer as a time for cookouts and fun in the sun. Depending on your We typically think of summer as a time for cookouts and fun in the sun. Depending on your 
area and the mysterious turns the pandemic is taking, this might be a summer we have to area and the mysterious turns the pandemic is taking, this might be a summer we have to 
“donate to God” and find his purposes in prayer. Let’s keep those who can’t easily access “donate to God” and find his purposes in prayer. Let’s keep those who can’t easily access 
food in our prayers. Let’s pray they find a cool place from the heat, a toy to bless the kids, food in our prayers. Let’s pray they find a cool place from the heat, a toy to bless the kids, 
and food to sustain them throughout this trying time.and food to sustain them throughout this trying time.
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ADD to your  
prAyer lIst

Each month, we offer teachers three causes about which the children can learn and spend Each month, we offer teachers three causes about which the children can learn and spend 
some time lifting up to God. Our hope is that, by teaching children about world events some time lifting up to God. Our hope is that, by teaching children about world events 
and those affected, they will develop empathy and feel a sense of connection to other and those affected, they will develop empathy and feel a sense of connection to other 
Christians in need or working for God. Here are the people we’re giving special attention Christians in need or working for God. Here are the people we’re giving special attention 
to this month:to this month:

Mothers and Babies in South SudanMothers and Babies in South Sudan

There has been armed conflict in South Sudan for many years. This means that traveling There has been armed conflict in South Sudan for many years. This means that traveling 
to the hospital can be unsafe for many pregnant women and new mothers. Obviously, to the hospital can be unsafe for many pregnant women and new mothers. Obviously, 
these mothers want their babies to be healthy, and need access to medical treatment these mothers want their babies to be healthy, and need access to medical treatment 
if they become sick. Missionaries have recently begun going into these regions to build if they become sick. Missionaries have recently begun going into these regions to build 
hospitals and offer medical assistance. Having closer hospitals makes it safer for them to hospitals and offer medical assistance. Having closer hospitals makes it safer for them to 
go regularly or seek treatment when ill. Pray for the health and safety of these mothers go regularly or seek treatment when ill. Pray for the health and safety of these mothers 
and their babies. Pray that they would feel the love of God in the help they are receiving.and their babies. Pray that they would feel the love of God in the help they are receiving.
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Hnin in MyanmarHnin in Myanmar

Hnin lives in a region where many children aren’t taught about good hygiene, and because Hnin lives in a region where many children aren’t taught about good hygiene, and because 
of this many get sick. Hnin joined a camp run by missionaries to teach children how to of this many get sick. Hnin joined a camp run by missionaries to teach children how to 
properly wash their hands and practice healthy hygiene. She says she’s grateful for the properly wash their hands and practice healthy hygiene. She says she’s grateful for the 
education and hopes to stay healthy from now on. Pray for her that she sees God’s pro-education and hopes to stay healthy from now on. Pray for her that she sees God’s pro-
vision through the efforts of the missionaries, and that she feels safer knowing that she’s vision through the efforts of the missionaries, and that she feels safer knowing that she’s 
properly caring for her body.properly caring for her body.

Children in need of Sanitation in HaitiChildren in need of Sanitation in Haiti

Many children in Haiti get sick every day because they don’t have running water or proper Many children in Haiti get sick every day because they don’t have running water or proper 
toilets. Now that missionaries have started a project to provide running water and toilets toilets. Now that missionaries have started a project to provide running water and toilets 
to local villages, many children are finding they get sick less and less. Pray that the chil-to local villages, many children are finding they get sick less and less. Pray that the chil-
dren of Haiti feel the love of Jesus when the think of their renewed health.dren of Haiti feel the love of Jesus when the think of their renewed health.
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kIDs & the neWs

Rare Blue Dragons Are Washing Up  Rare Blue Dragons Are Washing Up  
On Padre Island National SeashoreOn Padre Island National Seashore

By By Meera DolasiaMeera Dolasia

This article from Dogonews shows a rare member of the fish family that will be enthralling This article from Dogonews shows a rare member of the fish family that will be enthralling 
to kids. It gives a chance for a great lesson: What if this dragon were a person??to kids. It gives a chance for a great lesson: What if this dragon were a person??

Blue dragons are sea slugs that live in the warm waters of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Blue dragons are sea slugs that live in the warm waters of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian 
Oceans (Credit: Sylke Rohrlach / CC BY-SA 2.0/ Commons.wikimedia.org)Oceans (Credit: Sylke Rohrlach / CC BY-SA 2.0/ Commons.wikimedia.org)

Since early May, visitors to the Padre Island National Seashore off the coast of South Texas Since early May, visitors to the Padre Island National Seashore off the coast of South Texas 
have been discovering specimens of the rare blue dragon, or have been discovering specimens of the rare blue dragon, or Glaucus atlanticusGlaucus atlanticus. Though . Though 
the name evokes images of flying, fire breathing monsters, the delicate creatures are a the name evokes images of flying, fire breathing monsters, the delicate creatures are a 
type of sea slug that spend their lives in the temperate and tropical waters of the Atlantic, type of sea slug that spend their lives in the temperate and tropical waters of the Atlantic, 
Pacific, and Indian Oceans.Pacific, and Indian Oceans.

However, while the mollusks, which typically measure just three centimeters long, may not However, while the mollusks, which typically measure just three centimeters long, may not 
look as fierce as the legendary mythical creatures, they are not to be taken lightly. The sea look as fierce as the legendary mythical creatures, they are not to be taken lightly. The sea 
slugs have the unique ability to store the stingers of their favorite prey — the jellyfish-like slugs have the unique ability to store the stingers of their favorite prey — the jellyfish-like 
Portuguese man o’ wars — and use them for defense when touched or disturbed. Even Portuguese man o’ wars — and use them for defense when touched or disturbed. Even 
worse, blue dragons concentrate the stingers together, making their stings even more worse, blue dragons concentrate the stingers together, making their stings even more 
painful than those inflicted by the Portuguese man o’ wars.painful than those inflicted by the Portuguese man o’ wars.
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Bible Application

This blue dragon is a This blue dragon is a really weird really weird sea creature, isn’t it? Does it have a face? sea creature, isn’t it? Does it have a face? 
(Probably—it’s just not like our face.) Does it feel things? (They obviously feel (Probably—it’s just not like our face.) Does it feel things? (They obviously feel 
hunger, as they have favorite foods for which they sting.) However, it does seem, hunger, as they have favorite foods for which they sting.) However, it does seem, 
what with all the strange creatures that exist in life, we could find a new one what with all the strange creatures that exist in life, we could find a new one 
every day!every day!

God creates them because he enjoys creating. He also enjoys when we appreciate God creates them because he enjoys creating. He also enjoys when we appreciate 
his creation along with him. How would God like it if we saw one of his created his creation along with him. How would God like it if we saw one of his created 
creatures and said, “Ew! That’s ugly?”creatures and said, “Ew! That’s ugly?”

God is loving and patient. He would likely think, “Well, that child just doesn’t God is loving and patient. He would likely think, “Well, that child just doesn’t 
understand the significance of this creature.” Right?understand the significance of this creature.” Right?

So let’s jump species and look at humans. Some people seem So let’s jump species and look at humans. Some people seem really weirdreally weird to  to 
us. They wear different clothing or eat different foods and play different games. us. They wear different clothing or eat different foods and play different games. 
Strange things make them laugh—at least strange in our eyes.Strange things make them laugh—at least strange in our eyes.

And here’s what God says when we think a person is weird: “Well, he just doesn’t And here’s what God says when we think a person is weird: “Well, he just doesn’t 
understand the significance of this other person.” Right?understand the significance of this other person.” Right?

Let’s remember when we see a person who looks really different from us that Let’s remember when we see a person who looks really different from us that 
God has known that person since the foundation of the world (1 Peter 1:20). God God has known that person since the foundation of the world (1 Peter 1:20). God 
knows the number of hairs on that person’s head (Luke 12:7). God wants us to knows the number of hairs on that person’s head (Luke 12:7). God wants us to 
appreciate that person’s value.appreciate that person’s value.

Just because things look different doesn’t mean they have less value! Let’s re-Just because things look different doesn’t mean they have less value! Let’s re-
member to look at each other as valuable, no matter how different we are.member to look at each other as valuable, no matter how different we are.
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senD-home help  
For pArents

How to Share Christ with Your Kids in a PandemicHow to Share Christ with Your Kids in a Pandemic

Having had their children at home throughout the spring, some parents are exhausted, Having had their children at home throughout the spring, some parents are exhausted, 
but many are surprised by their own joy. It may, in fact, have dawned on you that there but many are surprised by their own joy. It may, in fact, have dawned on you that there 
is a silver lining to schools being closed:is a silver lining to schools being closed:

1. 1. You may have found to your surprise that you have had great moments of enjoyment You may have found to your surprise that you have had great moments of enjoyment 
with your children. You may have noticed some gifts in them that school just didn’t with your children. You may have noticed some gifts in them that school just didn’t 
allow time to cultivate. You may have had a few great belly-laughs or accomplished allow time to cultivate. You may have had a few great belly-laughs or accomplished 
some projects with a great feeling of victory! Family time may have begun to feel like some projects with a great feeling of victory! Family time may have begun to feel like 
it is supposed to—precious and joyful!it is supposed to—precious and joyful!

2. 2. You may have thought something like, “With more downtime, I finally have time You may have thought something like, “With more downtime, I finally have time 
to cultivate faith in my children, share Christ with them, and help their faith grow to cultivate faith in my children, share Christ with them, and help their faith grow 
in ways that school didn’t allow much time for.” If you’ve thought that, you’re not in ways that school didn’t allow much time for.” If you’ve thought that, you’re not 
alone—and you’re on the right track!alone—and you’re on the right track!

Like so many other topics, our generation tends to think in terms of “expertise.” Many Like so many other topics, our generation tends to think in terms of “expertise.” Many 
parents say, “I’ll allow the Sunday school to cultivate my children’s faith. I can’t teach faith parents say, “I’ll allow the Sunday school to cultivate my children’s faith. I can’t teach faith 
any better than I can teach mathematics.”any better than I can teach mathematics.”

Here’s one place where home-schooling parents can offer some helpful thoughts. Most will Here’s one place where home-schooling parents can offer some helpful thoughts. Most will 
tell you something important that only the proper circumstances can make clear: tell you something important that only the proper circumstances can make clear: Schools Schools 
may be experts on different policies and how to move those policies forward: YOU are the may be experts on different policies and how to move those policies forward: YOU are the 
expert on your own child. expert on your own child. The best a large school can do is show how your children fit into The best a large school can do is show how your children fit into 
their different models. their different models. You You know your own children and can put people over policy in this know your own children and can put people over policy in this 
unusual time.unusual time.

Putting people over policy means treating your child in ways that will be the most helpful Putting people over policy means treating your child in ways that will be the most helpful 
to him or her, not to a group. Kids are as different as night and day—even within the to him or her, not to a group. Kids are as different as night and day—even within the 
same family. Some children run on praise, others on repercussions. Some work better in same family. Some children run on praise, others on repercussions. Some work better in 
20-minute sprints; others in five.20-minute sprints; others in five.

Home-schooling parents even know that some children work better in noise; some work Home-schooling parents even know that some children work better in noise; some work 
better in quiet. Some work better in a hard chair; some in a soft chair. Some work better better in quiet. Some work better in a hard chair; some in a soft chair. Some work better 
lying on their stomachs! Use summer to find out the cool things about your child that help lying on their stomachs! Use summer to find out the cool things about your child that help 
them learn. Even if they return to school in the fall, their lives may never be the same.them learn. Even if they return to school in the fall, their lives may never be the same.
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Sharing Your Faith with your Children

The extra downtime and less pressure also provide time for you to share your faith in truly The extra downtime and less pressure also provide time for you to share your faith in truly 
meaningful ways. Jesus did not have a textbook that he opened constantly to share his meaningful ways. Jesus did not have a textbook that he opened constantly to share his 
visions. He quoted the Old Testament amply, but more often he told never-heard-before visions. He quoted the Old Testament amply, but more often he told never-heard-before 
stories. And his Good News was that God is interested in stories. And his Good News was that God is interested in all all of us. He was a people’s of us. He was a people’s 
Messiah who didn’t have much use for the upper crust and their legalistic manipulations.Messiah who didn’t have much use for the upper crust and their legalistic manipulations.

While some Bible verses are important, the things that will most likely impress your While some Bible verses are important, the things that will most likely impress your 
children when sharing Christ are your honesty and your personal love for God and Jesus. children when sharing Christ are your honesty and your personal love for God and Jesus. 
Tell them the story of how Tell them the story of how you you got saved. Tell them what led up to it, what happened, and got saved. Tell them what led up to it, what happened, and 
how you changed. Tell what God did for you in a horrible time; tell what God did for you how you changed. Tell what God did for you in a horrible time; tell what God did for you 
yesterday.yesterday.

Tell what challenges you have with the faith. Is it those pesky science questions? Take time Tell what challenges you have with the faith. Is it those pesky science questions? Take time 
with a child to look up creationists and see what they have to say. Being a teacher doesn’t with a child to look up creationists and see what they have to say. Being a teacher doesn’t 
mean having all the answers. It means being a good listener and leading an mean having all the answers. It means being a good listener and leading an investigation. investigation. 
You can have a precious time finding famous scientists like Stephen Meyer or Mike Denton You can have a precious time finding famous scientists like Stephen Meyer or Mike Denton 
who reject Darwin; you’ll find everyone from biologists to astrophysicists who may not all who reject Darwin; you’ll find everyone from biologists to astrophysicists who may not all 
believe in a young earth, but they believe the Biblical account is historically valid.believe in a young earth, but they believe the Biblical account is historically valid.

Think of the conversations you can have with your children if you lead a discovery adven-Think of the conversations you can have with your children if you lead a discovery adven-
ture as opposed to being a lecturer. You need to head up the fun—not spoil it by being rigid ture as opposed to being a lecturer. You need to head up the fun—not spoil it by being rigid 
and a know-it-all.and a know-it-all.

It’s hard to fool kids. If you don’t really love your faith or are afraid of certain aspects, It’s hard to fool kids. If you don’t really love your faith or are afraid of certain aspects, 
your children will sense it. Hence, this month is also a great time to do some self-investi-your children will sense it. Hence, this month is also a great time to do some self-investi-
gating and resolve those issues that don’t have you going full force. Then, trust God AND gating and resolve those issues that don’t have you going full force. Then, trust God AND 
yourself. You can create a faithful and understandable view of God that will make your kids yourself. You can create a faithful and understandable view of God that will make your kids 
want to love him back.want to love him back.

And you’ve got a whole month to have fun with it!And you’ve got a whole month to have fun with it!
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Cryptogram pg. 14Cryptogram pg. 14

Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just as in Christ God Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just as in Christ God 
forgave you.forgave you.
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